
Implementing and evaluating standardised tuberculosis incident
management for nonhousehold contacts in a large clinical
network

To the Editor:

The strategy to eliminate tuberculosis (TB) in low-incidence countries includes the investigation of the
contacts of TB cases [1]. This recognises that whilst most TB disease in these settings is due to
reactivation [2], local transmission also occurs [3]. In the UK, TB networks (TBN), which support and
coordinate local and regional TB services, typically follow the National Institute of Health and Care
Excellence guidance which recommends screening close contacts (predominantly household) but not
routinely for social or non-household contacts [4]. Many studies from low TB burden countries report
contact investigation for specific congregate settings including outbreaks in childcare centres [5], homeless
facilities [6] and methadone treatment clinics [7]. However, the comprehensive application of contact
investigation across multiple non-household locations is rarely reported. Therefore, we evaluated a
systematic approach to managing people potentially exposed to TB in congregate settings.

We identified all potential TB transmission incidents occurring in a non-household setting and reported
within a London TBN between 1 June 2016 and 31 December 2018. The North-Central London TBN
covers four TB services that are responsible for a population of 1.6 million residents. It treats 250–300
cases of TB disease each year. Non-household TB incidents are managed within a pathway involving
referral by the clinical TB service to the local Public Health England (PHE) Health Protection Team (HPT)
who have a legal duty to maintain public standards of infection prevention and control. Detailed
information is included in the referral to facilitate a risk assessment conducted in accordance with agreed
PHE procedures (unpublished data). The process is led by a dedicated TB nurse working with TB services,
local authorities and the HPT. The nurse also provides prevention-education messages appropriate to the
incident.

Incidents were defined as: 1) contact >8 h per week with an infectious TB case in an indoor congregate
setting; or 2) contact with immuno-compromised individuals in that setting of any duration.

Data were collected on the incident, the contacts identified, and the number screened for latent TB
infection (LTBI), or who were sent written information regarding their probable low risk of TB following
the exposure.

Demographic and clinical characteristics of the index cases were extracted from the London TB
notification register. These included factors considered to be associated with infectiousness, such as
sputum acid fast bacilli smear positivity and cavitation on chest radiographic imaging.

The LTBI yield from screening and the treatment decisions were compared with household contacts
screened contemporaneously by the TBN, using Chi-squared testing. LTBI yield stratified by presumed
index case infectiousness was assessed using the Kruskal–Wallis test. LTBI treatment rate and the number
needed to screen to detect one LTBI case were compared between household and congregate settings using
Chi-squared testing.
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The HPT and nurse-led TBN screening team were referred, and systematically evaluated 202 potential
incidents. These were reported from 86 (42.6% of total) healthcare and 116 (57.4%) community settings.
57 (66.3%) in healthcare were from hospital inpatient areas, 23 (26.7%) from emergency departments, five
(5.8%) from nursing homes and one (1.2%) from a primary care centre. In the community, 28 (24.1%)
were from educational institutions, 18 (15.5%) workplaces/offices, six (5.2%) hostels/homeless shelters,
11 (9.5%) related to airline travel (which were not further assessed by our service) and 53 (45.7%) from
other venues including pubs, restaurants, religious centres and shops.

Following the risk assessment, 101 (50.0%) possible incidents required further investigation. These were
most often in healthcare settings, followed by other venues (figure 1). The 101 incidents were associated
with 82 index cases, 63 of whom resulted in one incident and 19 with two incidents. 4038 potential
non-household contacts were identified, and 2455 (60.8%) were screened. A further 1399 (34.6%) were
sent “inform and advise” letters, 19 died before assessment, 34 were referred to external clinics for
management, and 152 were lost to follow-up.

A median (interquartile range) of 11.5 (7–24) contacts were screened per incident. 44 (43.6%) out of 101
investigated incidents, representing 39 (47.6%) of the index cases, yielded no LTBI cases. These were
most often seen in healthcare and other venues settings (figure 1). Overall, 165 (6.7% of those screened)
LTBI and two (0.08%) TB cases were identified (figure 1). 105 (63.6%) LTBI cases started treatment.

Over the same time interval 1583 household contacts were screened in our network, 155 (9.8%) were
diagnosed with LTBI, and 13 (0.8%) with TB disease. 148 (95.5%) LTBI cases started treatment (p=0.02
compared to frequency of starting treatment in non-household contacts). The mean number needed to
screen to identify a case of LTBI was 10.2 for household contacts compared with 17.0 for non-household
contacts (p<0.00001). TB disease was detected at a 10-fold higher rate in household contacts.

There were no significant differences in the yield of LTBI cases after stratification by sputum smear status
or presence of cavitation on chest radiography (p=0.46).

A systematic approach to non-household TB contact assessments has rarely been reported. This study has
identified a large number of incidents requiring input from TB and public health services. We found that in
a metropolitan TBN, non-household contact tracing identified a similar number of LTBI cases to
household screening over the same time period. However, this involved assessing more non-household
contacts and therefore had a considerably lower yield for LTBI detection. In addition, fewer TB cases were
identified.
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FIGURE 1 Number of incidents associated with each setting where screening was required, divided into those
with at least one associated case of latent tuberculosis infection (LTBI) and those with no associated cases of
LTBI. The total number of associated LTBI cases identified following screening for each setting are also shown.
Other settings comprise pubs, religious centers, restaurants, shops etc.
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A key aim of contact tracing is to find infected contacts and offer them treatment. While we observed high
treatment uptake in household contacts (96%), non-household contacts were less likely to start treatment
for LTBI (67%).

Of note, in almost 50% of reported possible incidents further assessment was not required, suggesting that
the criteria used to identify these events could be improved. As nearly half the incidents and index cases
investigated were not responsible for any onward infections, there is further scope to refine the current
approach and target those incidents most likely to result in LTBI and TB disease. However, stratification
by index case smear-positivity or presence of cavitary disease (clinical features that might be expected to
be associated with infection transmission) did not increase the LTBI yield.

Healthcare settings (the commonest site of incidents) had the highest proportion where no LTBI cases were
identified. Thus, whilst specific incident details such as duration of exposure to the index case, room size
and ventilation may help identify where screening will provide greatest yield, an alternative approach
would be to develop a more robust assessment for hospital incidents that would reduce the numbers
requiring full contact tracing. This, however, may not be straightforward given the reputational issues that
can be associated with an incident of possible TB transmission in a hospital setting.

We believe our model offers a simple and effective approach to TB control and management of
non-household TB incidents. Our dedicated TBN screening lead provided a systematic method of assessing
non-household contacts to facilitate standardised care, better data, and quality improvement across our
network. Our approach offers the added value of enabling targeted education on TB transmission and
infection control to be provided to people in “hot-spot” incident settings such as healthcare environments,
schools, colleges and places of work.
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